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Aim of Session
Relevance of pain perception

1 Have an accurate understanding of pain
2 Understand and target modifiable factors
3 Enable self-control, self-management and give hope
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Musculoskeletal Disorders (MSDs)
•
•
•
•
•
•

High prevalence regardless of the type of work

•

Essentially MSDs are common health disorder that are
manageable with support, opportunities and encouragement
(Burton K 2014 & 2016)

Multifactorial causation

Characterised by symptoms rather than disease or impairment
Unpredictable recurrent/ behaviour

Approximately 10% seek care the rest get better
Most stay at work or return to work – length of sickness absence
dependant on their individual context
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Prevailing Paradox
Increased disability

Static prevalence rates
Enhanced treatment

Reducing workloads

(Burton K 2014, 2016)
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Why are we not being effective at
reducing disability from MSDs?
Efforts have been on reducing
physical factors and assuming
there is more pathology

On going pain is due to mainly
psychosocial obstacles (Burton et
al 2009)
Not applying recent scientific
findings on the brain and pain
perception

Evidence indicates we have to
integrate treatment of the tissues as
well as the central nervous system

Category A evidence not speculation

BODY TISSUES

• 1st nerve interacts with a 2nd nerve
• 2nd nerve interacts with many other
nerves including ones coming from the
brain and other tissues
• Any message here can be heightened,
reduced or ignored
Receptors
1. Temperature
2. Mechanical
3. Chemical

THE BRAIN

SPINAL CORD

Samples
• Danger messages
• Organ senses
• Your general health
• What it knows
• Past experiences

The brain decides after sampling all the evidence whether you need to protect, if
so then pain is felt

No brain, no pain!

+ The brain can learn pain and become better at producing it:
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it becomes sensitised

• Pain can be active before tissue
damage occurs so it works as
an alarm to prompt you to do
something
Tissue being
moved and
stressed

+

A sensitised brain and nervous system
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• When pain continues the thresholds
change
• Pain comes on earlier with less
stress and way before any possible
tissue damage

• Pain will come on even without
physical stress
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Pain Education
1. All pain is always real and produced
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

by the brain
Pain relies on context and cues
Pain is always about protection and never
about measuring tissue damage
We are adaptable bioplastic learners – nervous and immune
systems i.e. chronic pain and sensitisation
Pain is modulated by many factors from across the actual
physical body, psychological and social domains
Movement is King
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ACE’s
Past experience
Over load at work
Financial worry
Poor health
Mid life crisis
Menopause
Social problems
Lifestyle choices

Modifiable Factors
Things happening in
your body:
blood pressure
Things happening in
your body:
sleep
Things happening in
your body:
obesity

Things you do: no
physical activity

Things you do:
Diet

Normative Data for seconds taken to carry out 10 Sit to
+
Stands
Age
(Years)

Woman Mean
(Seconds)

Men Mean
(Seconds)

20

10.9

8.8

25

11.8

9.8

30

12.6

10.8

35

13.4

11.7

40

14.3

12.7

45

15.1

13.7

50

15.9

14.7

55

16.8

15.6

60

17.6

16.6

65

18.4

17.6

70

19.3

18.5

Csuka & McCarty 1985

Diet
+ (4 to 5 teaspoons per day = 4g = 22g per 100g )

▹ Type II Diabetes driven by excessive intake of dietary sugar
▹ Western diet – but I eat a healthy diet??

+The UK - Inactivity Champions
of the world
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+
15

+
16
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Type II Diabetes

Reduces your
chance of

-40%

Cardiovascular Disease

-35%

Falls, depression and dementia
Joint and Back Pain
Cancers (Colon and Breast)

-30%
-25%

-20%

+
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Non specific low back pain (NSLBP)
symptoms improve following a wide
variety of active or inactive treatments

… but a history of LBP is the most
consistent risk factor in the
development of back pain
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Who is involved in the management of the MSD and work?
Person

•

Clinician: Physio, osteopath, chiropractor

•

Health and Safety Advisor/ Ergonomist

•

Occupational Health Physician/ GP /Consultant

•

Occupational Health Nurse

•

Media

Work

Can help and
facilitate
recovery or
sabotage

Medicallising the problem
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Anomalies are normal but with pain are often seen as the source of the pain
so the scan ends up being treated and not the problem
"It might mean we are stressed, run-down, tired, not sleeping and inactive –
generally have poor health. It usually doesn't mean damage unless there
has been a major traumatic event."

Manual Handling Training with a Non-Injury Model Approach – Ash James IPRS Group
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Have I performed this task before
Am I used to performing this task regularly
Naturally lift & move the way that feels right for you
Different ways of moving are normal and okay to do
Lifting, pushing & pulling are not inherently dangerous,
we are strong!
Increasing movement variability & maintaining it is a
good thing!
Never forget that a lot of other things affect why you
might get pain!
Gradually increasing your exposure to different & new
loads is important

See Eriksen et al 2016

Alvin Toffler
“The illiterate of the 21st
century will not be those
who cannot read and
write, but those who
cannot learn, unlearn
and relearn”
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In conclusion
1.
2.
3.

Pain is about our personal circumstances, always
real and produced by the brain
Pain never measures tissue damage but is always
about protection of the body
We can always modify pain perception: sleep,
diet, stress, physical activity, social interaction
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Pain videos:

Why Things Hurt: Lorimer Moseley
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gwd-wLdIHjs
Fact from Fiction: Peter O’Sullivan
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dlSQLUE4brQ
The Pain Revolution: Lorimer Moseley
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oji2mfcjisk
Placebo – from 2’ in to 20’ as gets too much!: Lorimer Moseley
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NIYskLy5SJ4
Lifestyle – modifiable factors
http://www.pain-ed.com/blog/2015/08/13/the-role-of-a-healthy-lifestyle-in-chronic-pain/

